
2 weeks of Director report 

1. Poles for netting delivered. Install date week of July 22nd. Hopefully sooner. 
2. With all the rain we have been swamped with cutting grass and had employee on vacation so 

double duty to keep up last week. 
3. Filter change on the day rec meeting was held took 9 hours. I took the pump apart and cleaned 

out chlorine corrosion in pump. Working great now. Need to budget for new pump and speed 
controller for main pool. Impellers are worn very bad reducing GPM to 350 when we should be 
at 400. New controllers should be budgeted too. CAT controllers. Saving us probe replacements 
from current every year to 3 years. Also more accurate. 

4. Need a new gutter system on pool house. Also when it rains it leaks into pump house threw 
lighting pole. 

5. Need to take down tree near pool house inside fence. It produces thorny barbs and stains 
concrete. This should be done at end of pool season. We are not doing our job if we don’t. It will 
keep picnic area cleaner and avoid tons of ice packs for patrons. Thorns from tree droppings are 
penetrating feet. 

6. Need to shut down splash pad tomorrow to fill last gap between retaining wall and floor to 
avoid any more lost water. 

7. Also QC labs came to resample splash pad chlorine levels. This is unheard of and will contact 
them to see who requested this in the same week we passed test. I did not request and want to 
make sure we don’t pay for this retest. Very disturbing they would without my authorization. 

8. Comcast is installing cables for cameras Thursday. Have no idea when to order cameras or set 
up electrician. No feedback. 

9. If any commissioners have a problem of pool or maintenance please let me know and not my 
staff. I’m the point of contact not my employees. Any concerns should go through me. I have a 
schedule for the whole season of maintenance to our park. By the way I have received many 
compliments on how the pool and parks looks great this year. Great news. 

10. Snack bar is doing great. Lower labor costs and lower food costs. We are on average ranging 
from $200-$500 a day. Will blow away last year and produce profit. Even if $1 we blow away any 
year. Plan is working.  

11. Our manager/lifeguard will be a DJ a few nights/days this summer. Kids are excited for this. They 
can’t wait. Bringing excitement to pool. 

12. I have agreed to an awesome volunteer to hold a clinic for basketball, not rec related in any way, 
just like a pickup game on our courts to hold a clinic. We are advertising his posters at the pool 
and fences, in which our Boro Manager has given me the blessing to do so. We are hoping this 
brings kids and adults alike to bring back basketball to our summer courts. I’m very excited and 
can’t wait to see the turn out. 

13. Swim Team has been great. I watched the kids every day and the devoted parents bringing their 
kids. I just want to say a great job to Joe, Andrew and the assistant coaches to putting together a 
great program for our boro and pool. Nice job Team! 

14. Swimming lessons are going well. Good attendance when the weather cooperates for the pool. 
Looks like a great season for the pool. 

Thanks 

Jeff 


